
CORE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

What will I study?
During the course, you will read a variety of texts and develop different styles of 
writing. These texts will include literary fiction and non-fiction, written both before 
and after 1900.

How will I be assessed?
You will sit two papers at the end of Year 11 which will assess your Reading and 
Writing skills. Twenty per cent of your marks will be for spelling, punctuation and 
grammar.

How will the subject help me in the future? 
English looks at a range of topics, issues and emotions that are as relevant to 
people today as they were four hundred years ago: relationships, love and death. 
Alongside this are the practical skills that any employer will be seeking, such as 
the ability to understand instructions, ‘read between the lines’ and present written 
work accurately.

You will also study:

ENGLISH LITERATURE

What will I study?
You will study Shakespeare, a pre-twentieth century novel, a modern novel or 
modern play, and poetry. Texts will include: “Macbeth”, “A Christmas Carol”, “Blood 
Brothers” and “An Inspector Calls”, and one of two poetry collections.

How will I be assessed?
There are two exams; one on modern literature and Shakespeare, one on a pre-
twentieth century text and poetry. You will sit these at the end of Year 11. 

How will the subject help me in the future?
English Literature is a popular, academic subject, highly regarded by universities. 
It requires independent thought and encourages debate and discussion. Many of 
our students, who have studied Literature at A-level, have gone on to study Law or 
journalism at university for example.

Who can I talk to if I want to know more?
Feel free to talk to any member of the English department or see Ms Thompson 
directly.
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